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Vape Pods

Calm
Your peace of mind

A fine tune of
CBD + CBG

A fine tune of
CBD + CBC

Balance
Find your center

CBD 
Used to help relieve stress and promote rest, along with other wellness benefits like relax your 
mind and body, and fall asleep easily.

CBC
Studies found that CBC may support the body’s natural regeneration of nerve cells known as 
neural stem progenitor cells (NSPCs). NSPCs are essential for the repair of damaged nerve cells 
and healthy brain function.



A fine tune of
CBD + CBC + THCV

A fine tune of
CBD + CBC + CBDV

Light
Regulate your appetite

Active
Enhance energy levels

THCV 
In rodent studies, THCV decreases appetite, increases satiety, and up-regulates energy metabo-
lism, making it a clinically useful remedy for weight loss and management of obesity and type 2 
diabetic patients.

CBDV 
Significantly reduces the frequency and severity of seizures. It also reduces or even eliminates 
nausea associated with several conditions, and helps to reduce inflammation throughout the 
body. CBDV is also beneficial in the treatment of pain and mood disorders.



www.aisecircle.com

AISE is not a pharmaceutical product. It is not intended to 
treat, cure or prevent any disease, or for smoking cessa-
tion. Not to be sold to, or used by persons under the age 
of 18 years, pregnant or breast feeding women, or anyone 
at risk of heart disease or asthma. Keep out of reach of 
children. 

Manifactured for & Distributed by Liv Innovation S.A.
Via Delle Aie 1/A 6900, Lugano (CH). AISE ®

THC<02% Nicotine Free

Contains a laboratory tested natural Hemp 
extract. A delicate and calibrated interaction 
between a different number of non-psychoactive 
cannabinoids with a higher percentage of CBD, 
CBG, CBC and CBN.

Carefully insert the Aise Vape Pod into the 
opening at the top of Aise Vape Pen and slowly 
tighten the Vape Pod.

All of our Vape Pods Oils are vegan. All of our 
products do not contain nicotine, tobacco, 
gluten, lactose, additives, tar, emollient, 
carbon monoxide, pesticides, chlorinated 
paraffin and phthalate. 

Content

Suggested dosage

Additives free

How to use
Vaping is a mindful experience. So be mindful 
about your dosage. Four puffs correspond of 1 Oil 
drops. AISE Vape Pod contains about 150 puffs.

Take the edge off

AISE formulas contain organic cannabis oil 
and botanical terpenes derived from all-natural 
plant material.

Aise use the best available research studies, 
cannabis analytics and customer data to inform 
the design of our formulas.

100% Natural Scientifically designed

Laboratory tested Non psychoactive
All of Aise formulas are third-party tested for 
potency, pesticides and heavy metals. Our 
testing process ensure we offer a product that 
is natural, safe and consistent.

Aise formulas was created from a non-
Psychoactive cannabinoids component of the 
cannabis plant. Do not contain Psychoactive 
properties that change a person’s mental state.


